SUMMARY: TRANS Pronouns – the Weaponized LGBT Trojan
Horse:
Costing People their Jobs and Parents their Children
2nd wave feminism is the most pernicious political element of our times. In
the early 60’s, Feminists wedded Marxism and birthed the sexual
revolution. Their tentacles have invaded every institution (and profession)
in America. They promoted the homosexual agenda, same-sex marriage
and the TRANS movement is the current tip of their spear.
A Brief Look at the Roots
The Feminist Chant – Mid 1960’s
"Why are we here today?" she asked. "To make revolution," they answered.
"What kind of revolution?" she replied. "The Cultural Revolution," they
chanted. “And how do we make Cultural Revolution?" she demanded. "By
destroying the American family!" they answered. "How do we destroy the
family?" she came back. "By destroying the American Patriarch," they cried
exuberantly. "And how do we destroy the American Patriarch?” she replied.
"By taking away his power!" "How do we do that?" "By destroying
monogamy!" they shouted. "How can we destroy monogamy?" "By
promoting promiscuity, eroticism, prostitution and homosexuality!" they
resounded. (Kate Millett’s Feminist group, see below)
If you think this chant is out of step with feminism, take the time to read Betty
Friedan’s The Feminist Mystique (1963) or better yet Margret McCarthy’s The
Dialectic of Sex. McCarthy argues “the end goal of the feminist revolution must
be… the elimination of sex distinction itself.” 1) Yes, God created them male and
female (Gen. 1) goes… out the window.
If you really want to understand just how deep these tentacles go in America, I
highly recommend Stephen Baskerville’s excellent work The New Politics of Sex:
The Sexual Revolution, Civil Liberties, & the Growth of Government Power. You
will never see culture the same again!
When TRANS Has Free Reign – Current Tip of the LGBT Spear:
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Shortly after the Supreme Court redefined marriage, the Obama administration
redefined “sex” to mean “gender identity” in our civil rights laws and then
imposed these “gender identity” policies on schools, health care providers [and
ultimately many corporations.] The media and Oprah had prepared the ground
with Chastity Bono (Sonny & Cher’s daughter) transitioning to a man at age 40
(Becoming Chaz at the Sundance Film Festival) and Bruce Jenner becoming Caitlyn
– celebrated by ESPN. Glamour named him the “woman of the year” celebrating
that future kids don’t have to wait until they’re 65 to discover who they are.
Recently, I ran across this from NBC News. Yes, it was a Very LGBT Decade as the
homosexual agenda moved forward by leaps and bounds with little resistance
from Christians.
In 2015, most Americans had never heard of transgender identity, but within the
space of a year, it became the cause claiming the mantle of civil rights even
though there is no solid scientific evidence that transgender identities are innate
or biologically determined. 2)
In December, several Billings groups collaborated to bring a Montana Human
Rights Network activist to Billings for a two-hour TRANS 101 training. This twohour event was sanctioned by the Billings School District II for CEU credits. It
featured one presenter – a practicing female homosexual who had transitioned
and presented herself as a TRANS man. It was pure LGBT propaganda with no
balancing ideas offered. This is happening across Montana. Much of the
discussion revolved around the issue of “using the right pronouns” when
addressing TRANS people.
The reality is that the Transgender (TRANS) crusade is a full-court-press by the
LGBT activists across America. This TRANS Trojan Horse is effective because their
so-called Gender Identity is confusing and consequently hard to get your arms
around. This horse is inside the gates largely because it has been a bit “stealth” –
coming in without a lot of public recognition.
Have you heard about how TRANS women (men that have chosen to identify as
women) have entered women’s competitive events and are pushing out real girls
and women? It’s happening everywhere.
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In fact, this article makes the case that this TRANS invasion into women’s sports
will spell the end to women’s high school and college athletics. The author makes
a good case – you should read it. Here is just a taste.
This Friday, [Dec. 6th, 2019] the top four NCAA Division III women’s soccer
teams face off in the national semifinals. One of the final four teams’
goalkeepers, Isa Berardo, is a male transgender playing as a female for
Pomona-Pitzer Colleges. Not surprisingly, the male goalie has dominated
the field against opposing female players, giving his own a chance to win
the national championship thanks to his physical advantages in a key
position.
And if you need more evidence, here is what happened in 2019 with the TRANS
and women’s sports. Even in the Olympics this is happening.
The irony is that nowhere is Feminisms’ hold more powerful than on campuses
yet feminists play ostridge to this TRANS travesty. Even more ironic, in many of
these sports, the Lesbian infiltration is dominate. Much as the USA soccer team is
dominated by female homosexuals (or did you miss that), so are many girls’
sports teams.
But back to the pronouns and weaponry issue. In Andrew Walkers article (He,
She, Ze, Zir? Navigating pronouns while loving your transgender neighbor) he
points to the reality that “Pronoun preference is all the rage in many circles.”
There is a growing phenomenon for people to state their preferred pronoun.”
This Fall, when many youths went to university introduction events, there was
talk about using preferred pronouns. Walker goes on to assert the philosophical
issue at hand. “At root, the transgender debate is a metaphysical debate about
whose version of reality we live in, and only one account—Jesus Christ’s—can
lead us into truth about reality and human flourishing.”
But then he moves to the weaponry issue later in the article and says this.
“One important caveat especially relevant to corporate settings is the
expectation that employees sign statements to some effect signaling their
agreement with a company’s diversity compliance standards, which may
include invasive policies related to transgenderism, such as pronouns.”
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What is he saying? What most Christians don’t realize is that for a good while,
people have been losing their jobs [see under paying the price at the bottom],
because they refused to bow at the “pronoun altar” and call men who identify as
TRAN women, females or women.
Really, a man who has been a professor for decades can be fired because of a silly
little issue like the fact that his conscience won’t allow him to call a woman a
man? Yup, (as you will see in a moment) step into the Feminist created world!
Oddly enough, it was the Feminists who gave us the TRANS movement. I will allow
you to pursue that rabbit trail on your own. But with that idea in mind, you are
about to see how it has boomeranged on them. There is a significant squabble
going on between a faction of thoughtful feminists and the larger LGBT
community about TRANS orthodoxy.
When the Dog Bites… When the Bee Stings… a TERF:
Feminist author of Harry Potter Thrown Under the Bus for Pronouns
“Twitter has exploded in outrage because J. K. Rowling, author of the Harry Potter
books, is an alleged “TERF.” That’s right, a “trans-exclusionary radical feminist.”
She dared to tweet this, and it is costing her:
Dress however you please.
Call yourself whatever you like.
Sleep with any consenting adult who’ll have you.
Live your best life in peace and security.
But force women out of their jobs for stating that sex is real?
#IStandWithMaya #ThisIsNotADrill
Twitter exploded, 73K were following this. One Gay (the LGBT’s label for
practicing homosexual men) said this.
“As a gay man that found safety in Hogwarts throughout my childhood,”
tweeted Shamir Sanni. “Knowing that Trans people wouldn’t be able to
have that safety breaks my heart.” Does Mr. Sanni realize that Hogwarts
isn’t real? [Boohoo]
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And what was Feminist Rowling’s sin? She dared to suggest that men and woman
are different. As for what she is tweeting about? It’s merely the latest in the
transgender war on employment rights.
In October, I wrote about a doctor who was sacked for disbelief in
transgenderism. David Mackereth M.D. had worked for nearly 30 years for
the British National Health Service without attracting a single complaint.
But when he signaled at a training session, after being confronted with a
hypothetical scenario, that he felt unable to disregard his belief in the
immutability of sex, he was dismissed.
In another UK case, a think tanker lost her job for speaking the simple, factual,
biological truth that men and women…are born different and will remain different
‘til the end of times. The Guardian reports that she was accused of using
“offensive and exclusionary language”, for the crime of tweeting “men cannot
change into women,” which is apparently protected under some European Union
Equality Act. Here is an excerpt from the Judges 26-page rant:
“I conclude from … the totality of the evidence, that [Forstater] is absolutist
in her view of sex and it is a core component of her belief that she will
refer to a person by the sex she considered appropriate even if it violates
their dignity and/or creates an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating
or offensive environment. The approach is not worthy of respect in a
democratic society.”
Did you catch that, read it again! Are you an absolutist? I hope so, about this.
If you think for a minute that this is only happening in the UK, and it isn’t
happening in America, you have been living under a rock, a big flat one. Listen to
the LGBT outrage against Rowling’s in America. CNN said Rowling was flat-out
wrong, as she had no experience about transgenders, like the author of Harry
Potter has no idea of imaginative beings. Predictably, both the New York
Times and Washington Post found two transgender people to write about how
Rowling hates them.
Meanwhile, the LGBT activist lobbies were not silent either. From the American
Civil Liberties Union, to Amnesty, to GLAAD, to PinkNews, all the transnational
LGBT activist groups were equally vocal in denouncing not just Rowling, but also
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other prominent women who are against this new movement, including former
athletes like Martina Navratilova and Sharron Davies, as well as comedian Ricky
Gervais.
Samantha Maitra, writing in the Federalist states, “If this menace is not
confronted, telling the truth about the sexes will lead to not just a loss of honor,
but also to losses of jobs, and even jail.”
To Hell with Pronouns, What About the Children?
To really get a feel for the EVIL this LGBT TRANS Trojan Horse is bringing, you have
to look at what they are doing to children. Writing in the Federalist, Joy Pullmann
outlines our education system’s plans for indoctrinating our kids.
“Starting July 1, 2020, all Illinois public schools are legally required to teach
children LGBT history and only buy textbooks that include the topic. NPR
affiliate Illinois Public Radio labeled Christian and conservative opposition to
this law while it was being considered as stemming from “hate groups.”

Pullmann continued… The explicit goal of such laws, which are also in place in
California, Colorado, New Jersey, and Oregon, is to make children agree with the
left’s views of sexuality, which contradict the historic views of all major world
religions. This is not only the open, stated goal of those pushing such laws but also
explicit in the curriculum. TRANS indoctrination is a part of these curriculums.
Parents are often not allowed to opt-out with their children. And the LEFT is not
bashful to tell you exactly what their goal is with this curriculum.
“This has the potential to change the way society views the LGBT
community. Who we decide to talk about and who we include in history
reflects the values we have in our society,” said Democrat state Rep. Anna
Moeller, the new law’s lead sponsor, to the local newspaper Daily Herald.
I could easily line up twenty articles about how the LEFT and LGBT activists are
hurting and abusing young children by promoting transitioning to TRANS at very
young ages when the data shows clearly that upward to 90% of children
experiencing so-called gender dysphoria will end up preferring their biological sex
if left alone and parented well
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Here, Pullmann again speaks of the harm done to children in her article Transing
Children is Child Abuse and Should be Punished. Her summary statement is:
A Dallas, Texas jury on Tuesday awarded custody of a seven-year-old child
to his mother, who is on course to give him transgender hormones in a year
or two that will render him sterile for life.
This is being done over the objections of his father. Anyone at all familiar with the
LGBT movement knows that it is controlled by radical Feminists and their
complicit judges.
If you’re looking for more evidence of TRANS child abuse read what Dr. Ryan
Anderson and Dr. Robert George say about this travesty.
In just one of her articles, Dr. Michelle Cretella kills two birds with one stone in
her article that exposes how LGBT bullies are #1 shutting down debate on TRANS
issues and #2 getting people fired who disagree with them. She says:
As explained in my 2016 peer reviewed article, “Gender Dysphoria in
Children and Suppression of Debate,” professionals who dare to question
the unscientific party line of supporting gender transition therapy will find
themselves maligned and out of a job.
Joy Pullmann discusses how these TRANS bullies have put our young women in
danger by pushing to allow TRANS women (who are actually men) to invade our
girls bathrooms. Yes, there is no end to this nonsense and the Courts are on their
side.
This bathroom issue was addressed (and defeated with the help of some
Republicans) by our 2017 Legislature as our governor’s office lead the charge
telling us how we would lose lots of money in Montana if TRANS and LGBT people
did not see Montana as “welcoming.” When a ballot initiative was attempted by
the Montana Family Foundation, the majority of Montana’s conservative
churches did and said what they have about abortion, same-sex marriage, and
homosexuality – NOTHING.
Lastly, parents are having their kids ripped from their homes for refusing to
conform to LGBT and TRANS orthodoxy. If you disagree or don’t cooperate you
may lose your kid.
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One Should Never Leave a Subject without Considering… Its Roots:
In this soberingly revealing article Marxist Feminism’s Ruined Lives Mallory Millett
exposes a bit of the evil history of radical, 2nd wave feminism. (I strongly urge you
to read this article in its entirety.) Mallory is the younger sister of Kate Millet,
one of the most radical Marxist Feminist leaders of our time. Some called her the
Karl Marx of the new feminism
Mallory recounts this:
During my junior year in high school, the nuns asked about our plans for
after we graduated. When I said I was going to attend State University, I
noticed their disappointment. I asked my favorite nun, “Why?” She
answered, “That means you'll leave four years later a communist and an
atheist!" What a giggle we girl had over that. "How ridiculously
unsophisticated these nuns are," we thought. Then, I went to the university
and four years later walked out a communist and an atheist, just as my
sister Katie had six years before me.
After a divorce she came to live for a season with her sister Kate who took her to
a Feminist meeting. The chant she observed says much about the radical
Feminism Kate advocated for in her book Sexual Politics. Mallory accounts this:
We gathered at a large table as the chairperson opened the meeting with a
back-and-forth recitation, like a litany, a type of prayer done in Catholic
Church. But now, it was Marxism, the Church of the Left, mimicking
religious practice:
"Why are we here today?" she asked.
"To make revolution," they answered.
"What kind of revolution?" she replied.
"The Cultural Revolution," they chanted.
“And how do we make Cultural Revolution?" she demanded.
"By destroying the American family!" they answered.
"How do we destroy the family?" she came back.
"By destroying the American Patriarch," they cried exuberantly.
"And how do we destroy the American Patriarch?” she replied.
"By taking away his power!"
"How do we do that?"
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"By destroying monogamy!" they shouted.
"How can we destroy monogamy?"
Their answer left me dumbstruck, breathless, disbelieving my ears. Was I on
planet earth? Who were these people?
"By promoting promiscuity, eroticism, prostitution and homosexuality!"
they resounded.
Mallory continues “They proceeded with a long discussion on how to advance
these goals by establishing The National Organization of Women. It was clear they
desired nothing less than the utter deconstruction of Western society. The upshot
was that the only way to do this was "to invade every American institution.
Everyone must be permeated with ‘The Revolution:’" The media, the educational
system, universities, high schools, K-12, school boards, etc.; then, the judiciary,
the legislatures, the executive branches and even the library system.
She goes on to expose how these advocated that:
• The family is a den of slavery with the man as the Bourgeoisie and the
woman and children as the Proletariat. [This is Marx’s Dialectic theory.]
• Women's Studies” courses were installed in colleges in a steady wave
across the nation with Kate Millett’s books as required reading.
• Although men are no damned good, she should use them for her own
orgasmic gratification; sleep with as many men as possible in order to keep
herself unattached and free.
• The goal of Women's Liberation is to wear each female down to losing all
empathy for boys, men or babies.
• "I plan to leap from guy to guy as much as I please and no one can stop me
because I'm liberated!” In other words, these people will turn your
daughter into a slut with my sister's books as the instruction manual.
This was the character and the agenda of one of America’s leading 2nd Wave
Feminists. Thankfully, Mallory walked away from this and became a pro-life
Christian.
Compare that if you will to the 45 Goals of the Communist Party. The parallels are
revealing.
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Summary:
Decades ago, Feminists embraced the Marxist goal and their BourgeoisieProletariat theory of societal structure. They are now using its Dialectic approach
to institute cultural change.
Even in the Billings meeting we saw this dynamic at work. Theses (old ideas about
gender) challenged with Antithesis (negating or dismissing the old ideas about
gender) and the synthesis resulting in the progressive dogma about gender.
No suggestion of punishment was suggested at the TRANS 101 training. That will
come later as the Dialectic process moves on towards its final goal of complete
destruction of any distinction between the sexes.
Like a skilled wrestler who maneuvers his opponent for several minutes before
getting him in just the right position to PIN him, the LGBT activists are working to
entrap those who disagree. You may see that TRANS PRONOUN thing as a
weakling at the moment, but rest assured, this little guy is already causing havoc
in the job market. If you work in public education, government, health care, and
many corporations – rest assured that this Trojan horse is coming. Those who
have had to choose between capitulating or losing their jobs are not isolated
incidents.
2nd wave feminism is not bashful. They have told us what their goals are and they
will use the LGBT and Trans movements to accomplish them. They are prepared
to and are destroying anything that gets in their road.
Finally (and again) Samantha Maitra, writing in the Federalist said it well. “If this
menace is not confronted, telling the truth about the sexes will lead to not just a
loss of honor, but also to losses of jobs, and even jail.”
ENDNOTES:
First, there are many articles – including several LINKED here – in our library at
bigskyworldview.org/resources/library.
1.) When Harry Became Sally (Ryan Anderson) p. 153
2.) When Harry Became Sally (Ryan Anderson) p. 1,5,10, 11
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